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Editorial Note
Theporous substances with surprisingly excessive floor place have enchantment 

for scientific interest due to their vast purposes in separation like heterogeneous 
catalysis and gas accumulation. In remaining various decades, scientist generate a 
discern of novel porous substances like as metal organic networks (MOFs)4, covalent 
organic networks (COFs)5 and micro absorbent organic polymers (MOFs)7. In all of 
these, MOPs attraction unique consideration due to the fact of their special properties 
like as huge floor area, low skeletal thickness and excessive chemical strength. 
“Davankov resins”, this is, styrene brand polymers hypercrosslinked via Friedel Crafts 
reaction are the initial types of MOPs and have been studied comprehensively, drawing 
near into manufacturing exercise at end of 1990s. Hyper cross-linked polymers (HCPs) 

are chain of eternal micro porous polymer resources initially suggested with the aid of 
Davankov, and acknowledged mounting rank of research attention. In topical time, HCPs 
have swift expansion because of their significant advantages like as varied synthetic 
processes, simple fictionalization, large surface area, less expenditure reagents and 
mild operating circumstances. Sensible choice of monomers, suitable length of cross 
linkers and optimized conditions for reaction produced perceptive polymer structure with 
an accustomed porous topology. Later the production of developed network leads to the 
assimilation of diverse chemical functionalities that might also allow the extraordinary 
properties and make bigger the range of a unique application. Up till now, various HCPs 
are primed via post-cross linking precursors based -polystyrene, other way to poly self-
condensation or else exterior cross linking procedures. The beginning of these methods 
has driven chemists to build definite porous polymer frameworks with modified micro-
morphology and capabilities. 
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